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1 
This invention relates to a gas burner and it 

has to do particularly with a gas burner of the 
type used in gas ranges. . 
The objects of the invention include the pro 

vision of a gas burner where the top portions 
are conveniently comprised of formed or stamped . 
sheet metal parts and wherein the several parts 
of the burner are so arranged as to supply sec 
ondary air to the ?ames issuing from the ports 
of the burner. To this end, the burner, usually 
of circular form, may have a series of annularly 
arranged ports for the issuance of flame "sup 
porting fuel, these portsbeing spaced circumfer 
entlally relative to each other, and secondary air 
is supplied to and issues from the burner in the 
spaces between the several flames. 
A burner constructed in accordance with the 

invention is shown in the accompanying 
drawings: 

Fig. l is a view largely in cross section, illus 
trating a burner constructed in accordance with 
the invention, and showing the burner body and 
the parts which constitute the top. 

Fig. 2 is a plan View of one of the parts which 
provides the ports. 

Fig. 3 is an enlarged view showing the periph 
eral edge of the member illustrated in Fig. 2 and 
illustrating the ports formed thereby. 

Fig. 4 is a sectional view illustrating the cap 
ring. , . 

First, referring to Fig. 1, it will be noted that 
the body of the burner, which is generally illus 
trated at i, is formed or‘ a fairly heavy construc 
tion and it may be of cast iron. It is fashioned 
as at 2 to receive a fuel supply pipe or mixing 
tube 3, and the fuel flows into an annular gas 
passageway t3 de?ned by an outer wall ‘i and an 
inner wall 8. " ' 

Within the area de?ned by the inner wall 8 
is a passage ii] for secondary air, this passage 
opening to the atmosphere at the lower portion 
of the burner. Means are provided for attach 
ing the cap structure to the body and such a 
means is illustrated as in the form of a lug Ii 
which is screw threaded for receiving a screw l2. 
The port forming ring, generally illustrated at 

2B, is formed of relatively thin sheet metal and 
it has an inner flange 2! which generally cen 
tralizes the port ring and it has a part 22 for 
seating on the upper face of the wall 8. This 
port ring extends across the gas passage 6 and 
the outer peripheral portion is fashioned to pro 
vide a series of ports. As shown in Fig. 3, the 
outer peripheral portion is of corrugated or un 
dulating form, the outer portion being generally 
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illustrated at 2%. As illustrated in Fig. 3, each 
corrugation is formed with a crest 25 while a 
relatively ?at base section 25 constitutes, in 
effect, the opposite crest. This port ring is to 
be placed on the burner body as illustrated in 
Fig. 1 with the crest portions 26 resting upon the 
upper surface of wall 7. The openings 23 con 
stitute ports which open into the gas passage 
way E}. The lower portion of these ports are 
closed by the upper surface 0:" the wall 7. There 
is a cap member, generally illustrated at 38, which 
is to be placed over the port ring as shown in 
Fig. 1, and it has an outer peripheral portion 3i 
for seating on the crests 25. The central portion 
may be fashioned with a depression 32 and it 
has an opening 33 therein for the passage of the 
screw 12. This cap is also preferably formed 
of fashioned or stamped sheet metal and its 
upper exposed surface is advantageously polished 
or plated with a bright metal. 
When the cap is secured in position by the 

screw 12 it clamps the port ring in position and 
the outer peripheral edge seats tightly on the 
corrugated outer peripheral edge of the port ring. 
The cap, however, is spaced from the port ring 
to provide a chamber 35 which communicates 
through the hollow central part of the port ring 
with the air passage Iii. The openings or spaces 
36 constitute ports which are alternately dis 
posed relative to the ports 28 and which com 
municate with the chamber 35 and are closed 
at their upper portion by the peripheral edge of 
the cap. , . 

In use, it is to be appreciated that the gas, 
which may be natural gas, manufactured gas, 
or a mixture thereof, is mixed with air in the 
usual manner and that this combustible mix 
ture ?ows into the gas passage 6 and out through 
the ports 28 to support combustion. With this 
arrangement there is an annular series of flames 
issuing from the ports 28 when the burner is 
ignited. The flames are separated by the ports 
36. Secondary air is air which has access to the 
?ame to aid in the combustion and some sec 
ondary air is obtained from the ambient atmos 
phere around the burner. Other secondary air 
flows through the passage iii into the chamber 
35 and out through the ports 35. Thus there is 
a stream of secondary air between each flame. 
This not only aids combustion of the ?ame but 
serves admirably to maintain the several ?ames 
visibly separated and distinct. 

I claim: 
A gas burner comprising, a body having in 

nor and outer annular walls defining a gas cham 
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her therebetween, and the inner wall de?ning 
an opening for secondary air, said walls hav 
ing top surfaces, :3. port ring having an inner 
?at part seating on the top surface of the inner 
wall and having an outer peripheral part of cor 
rugated form with the corrugations running sub 
stantially radially, the lower crests of the cor 
rugated form seating on the top surface of the 
outer wall with the grooves on the underside of 
the port ring constituting ports communicating to 
with the gas chamber for the ?ow of gas through 
the ports to support gas ?ames, a cap member 
having an outer peripheral part seating on the 
upper crests of the corrugated form, means se- 7 
curing the cap to the body, the central part of 15 
the cap closing the said opening for secondary 
air, said cap being spaced from the port ring 
to provide a chamber above the port ring, the 
port ring having a central opening therein which 
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registers with the opening de?ned by the inner 
wall of the body so that secondary air may ?ow 
from the opening in the body into said chamber. 
the grooves of the corrugated form on the upper 
side of the port ring constituting ports for the 
?ow of secondary air therethrough to be dis~ 
charged between the ports on the underside of 
the port ring. 

DONALD E. DU PEROW. 
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